Clinical Significance of Lenticulostriate Vasculopathy
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Abstract: Lenticulostriate vasculopathy (LSV) is a common finding on routine cranial ultrasound examinations. However, the clinical meaning of LSV remains unclear, more than 3 decades after the first LSV was reported. This review examined the literature in an attempt to clarify the clinical significance of LSV and provide practical guidelines for daily practice. LSV has been linked to various etiologies including cytomegalovirus infection, which has been studied the most among all infections associated with LSV. Infants with isolated LSV generally have normal neurodevelopment and a favorable long-term prognosis. However, various clinical conditions are associated with LSV. This paper also reviews the clinical correlations between LSV and associated disorders including neurodevelopment, neuropsychiatric disorders, and infantile basal ganglia stroke.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lenticulostriate vasculopathy (LSV) is a term given to “bright” or “hyperechogenic” vessels in the region of the thalamus and basal ganglia that are observed on cranial ultrasonograms in neonates.1,2 An LSV was first observed more than 3 decades ago; the term “vasculopathy” was first used by Teele et al in 1988.1 LSV is a common finding on neonatal cranial ultrasonograms. The reported incidence of LSV ranges from 0.3% to 32%, depending on the population studied.2-4 Because of the technological advances in cerebral ultrasound imaging and growing awareness among doctors of this cerebral ultrasound finding, the incidence of LSV identification has increased since the finding was first recognized.2,5 The frequencies of transducers used for neonatal cerebral ultrasound 3 decades ago were 5–7.5 MHz, whereas the frequencies of contemporary neonatal cerebral ultrasound transducers range from 10 to 15 MHz, which greatly amplifies echogenicities within the cerebral tissue.6

Although LSV is not a rare finding on cranial ultrasound examination, and despite cranial ultrasound examinations having become a routine examination for neonates admitted to intensive care units, the clinical meaning of LSV remains unclear, and much remains to be understood. Several reports have suggested that LSV may be a benign phenomenon observed in otherwise healthy infants.3,5,7 However, various clinical conditions have been associated with LSV. Although large-scale studies on LSV are limited, this review examined the literature to attempt to clarify the clinical significance of LSV.
2. LSV AND INFECTION

LSV has been linked to various infectious etiologies including cytomegalovirus (CMV), rubella, amniotic infection, *Streptococcus* sepsis, and syphilis. Among those infections associated with LSV, CMV infection has been studied the most. The first observed LSV, reported by Grant et al in 1985, was in a 1240-g second-born twin with congenital CMV infection. Studies have shown a low yield of routine toxoplasmosis, rubella, cytomegalovirus, and herpes (TORCH) screenings in neonates with LSV. None of 38 infants with LSV had a positive CMV urine culture test in a study by De Jong EP et al.

In contrast to the aforementioned research, more recent studies, including 2 in 2015, have reported a strong correlation between CMV infection and LSV. In a study by Amir et al, LSV was detected on the initial brain ultrasounds of 54.3% of infants diagnosed with congenital CMV infection. The authors concluded that LSV was a possible marker of high risk of sensorineural hearing loss in infants with congenital CMV infection; this conclusion was supported by later studies. Hong et al categorized LSV cases as mild or severe; they found that LSV, particularly severe LSV, is a predictor of CMV infection. The CMV detection rate using urine polymerase chain reaction was 69% in the severe LSV group and 23% in the mild LSV group.

3. OTHER NONINFECTIONOUS CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH LSV

Various perinatal and neonatal conditions have been reported to be associated with LSV including trisomy 13 syndrome, Down syndrome, hypoxic ischemic state, hyperbilirubinemia, cardiac disease, fetal alcohol syndrome, congenital malformations, respiratory distress syndrome, neonatal lupus erythematosus, twin-to-twin transfusion, sialidosis, hydrops fetalis, and diabetic fetopathy. The associations of these conditions with LSV are based on case reports or studies of small sample sizes; therefore, the relationships between LSV and these conditions require further assessment in large-scale studies.

In a prospective randomized study by Mittendorf et al, women in preterm labor were randomized to receive either magnesium sulfate or other tocolytics (149 women gave birth to 165 babies). They found that exposure to ≥50 g of tocolytic MgSO4 was significantly associated with the development of LSV. Additional large-scale studies are necessary to confirm this observation.

4. LSV AND NEURODEVELOPMENT

Infants with isolated LSV generally have normal neurodevelopment and a favorable long-term prognosis. In a study by El Ayoubi et al, 53 infants with LSV were followed for 2 to 9 years; 35 (66%) were found to be developmentally normal at the end of follow-up, whereas 8 (15%) had minor deviations, 4 (7.5%) had moderate deviations, and 6 (11.3%) had major neurodevelopmental deficits. Of the 34 infants with isolated LSV, 27 (79%) were normal, compared with 8 of the 19 (42%) infants with LSV and an associated condition.

In a different study, premature infants with LSV exhibited lower scores for neurodevelopment and, in particular, cognitive and behavioral performance. Most infants with LSV and developmental delay had an associated disease such as CMV infection, major malformations, fetal alcohol exposure, neonatal hypoxia, and systemic Streptococcus sepsis.
Shin et al categorized LSV as being low grade (1 or 2 thin branches) and high grade (3 or more prominent branches). They determined that high-grade LSV and absent color Doppler flow on lenticulostriate vessels were significantly associated with neurodevelopmental delay.\(^4\)

### 5. LSV AND NEUROPSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS

Wang and Kuo followed 34 children with LSV and evaluated them at 7 to 9 years of age. Twenty-eight of the children (82%) had one or more neuropsychiatric disorders including tics, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, obsessive–compulsive disorder, neurological deficits, and developmental delay.\(^21\) They categorized the infants with LSV into 3 groups: with perinatal etiology (perinatal group; 16 patients), with acquired disorder (acquired group; 5 patients), and with other unknown etiologies (idiopathic group; 13 patients). Wang and Kuo found that the rates of neuropsychiatric disorders were higher in the idiopathic group (54%) than in the perinatal and acquired groups (10%); similar results were found for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (54% vs. 10%), tics (38% vs. 10%), and obsessive–compulsive disorder (13% vs. 5%). By contrast, compared with the perinatal and acquired groups, the idiopathic group exhibited lower rates of mortality (33% vs. 0%), developmental delay (24% vs. 8%), mental retardation (24% vs. 0%), and neurological deficits (29% vs. 0%).\(^21\) Because only one study focused on the long-term outcome of LSV and neuropsychiatric disorders, this conclusion must be confirmed by large-scale studies.

### 6. LSV AND INFANTILE BASAL GANGLIA STROKE

Teele et al demonstrated in their postmortem neuropathologic examination that the echogenicities observed in a cranial ultrasonogram indicate the presence of basophilic deposits (ie, mineralization) or hypercellular lesions within the arterial walls.\(^1\) They referred to this condition as “mineralizing vasculopathy.”\(^11\)

The mineralization of lenticulostriate arteries made them more rigid and vulnerable to shear injury compared with normal vessels; even a mild head trauma may result in injury of the arteries. The associated stretching may engender vasospasm and thrombosis, causing ischemic stroke. Infantile basal ganglia stroke after mild trauma is a rare type of stroke that clearly implicates lenticulostriate calcification as the pathological substrate.\(^22\)\(^-\)\(^27\) Nevertheless, the mineralization of LSV was not observed in all neonatal brains examined histologically,\(^9\)\(^,\)\(^28\) suggesting that not all neonates with LSV have a mineralizing vasculopathy and not all neonates with LSV are at risk of infantile basal ganglia stroke.

### 7. CONCLUSION

LSV is a common clinical finding in cerebral ultrasonograms and a nonspecific marker of previous insult to the developing brain. Most neonates and infants with low-grade LSV have normal neurodevelopment. If mild LSV is detected incidentally in otherwise healthy neonates, normal development can be expected and regular ultrasound follow-up for LSV is adequate. Study to identify congenital CMV infection is recommended for high-grade LSV. If LSV combined with CMV infection is confirmed or if another disease state is recognized, further examination (eg, a hearing test) according to the associated condition is necessary. Although the incidence of infantile basal ganglia...
stroke is low, if the LSV is high-grade (multiple branches with high echogenicity), the parents should be informed about the risk of infantile basal ganglia stroke, with particular caution taken to prevent such infants falling from beds or other high places.
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